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the land is already sea, 2014, gouache and thread on found paper, 35x59.75”

This fall Maysey Craddock exhibits Strand, new drawings, paintings, fi lm and installation works, inspired by the illusory space between 
land and sea, at both the David Lusk Gallery locations, Memphis and Nashville.  

Strand, German for beach or coast, is Craddock’s visual exploration of the vanishing natural coastlines that remain wild – constantly 
shifting between water and land, vacillating between disappearing and becoming. The meaning of Strand as a thread or connecting 
line serves many purposes for Craddock in this new body of work: it is the miles-long, overarching link between the two shows; it is 
Craddock’s resolute use of thread as a key material to interpret her continuous yet disrupted landscapes; it is the literal and visual 
zone between high and low tide.

“My work,” Craddock recognizes, “has always referenced borders and the in-between liminal 
spaces. Places that become another kind of reality, that are slippages between here and there, 
past and present, between us and the beyond. Maybe there is some eternal sense of time, 
history, memory that gets captured in this space. Maybe paying attention to these images in 
the landscape situates us in the present moment in a new way.”

Another signifi cant interpretation of Strand as a connecting point in this liminal space is the 
delineating, unreachable area between land and sea and therefore between reality and its 
mirror image. This refl ection introduces the idea of symmetry but also interruption as ripples 
and currents ebb and fl ow.

Craddock continues: “In the refl ection on the water, I am fi nding small events that shake the 
image. And in the symmetry of refl ection, I am fi nding stillness and quiet that opens up a 
space where time compresses into the single present moment.”

These interpretations culminate in a visual back-and-forth with references of entropy and the 
inevitability of change as land disappears and is re-deposited. Now the coastline is like an 
active ruin, constantly being reinvented. Man has a hand in this – controlling this progression, 
desperately hemming in, reinforcing, and engineering an illusory state of stasis. What remains 
through the work is a documentation of the diminishing “real” that remains.

Craddock’s primary choice of material is found grocery bags, carefully opened up, stitched together and preserved. On that worked 
surface she draws in pencil and paints in gouache. For Strand she will also exhibit her video/installation work, and a series of small 
drawings on mirror.

David Lusk Gallery in Memphis is located in Laurelwood between Perkins Extended and Grove Park. Gallery hours are Tu-Fr 10-5:30 
and Sa 11-4. 

David Lusk Gallery in Nashville is located at 516 Hagan St. in the Wedgewood/Houston Neighborhood. Gallery hours are Tu - Fri 11-5 
and Sa 11-5. 

For information or visuals, contact Brittney Shedden at 901-767-3800 or brittney@davidluskgallery.com.

###

Ghosts on the water, 2014, gouache and thread 
on found paper, 49x36.5”
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Ted Faiers
start to fi nish: paintings & woodcuts

6-31 jan 2015
opening: sat 10 jan

Leslie Holt // Carroll Cloar
hello: is it me your looking for? // 
paintings & drawings

17 feb - 21 mar 2015
opening: sat 21 feb

Mark Bradley-Shoup // Huger Foote
new paintings // thirteen

24 mar - 2 may 2015
opening: sat 28 mar

TWIN: Jerry & Terry Lynn
new works

2-31 jan 2015
opening: fri 9 jan

Tyler Hildebrand
new works

3 feb -14 mar 2015
opening: fri 6 feb

Veda Reed
new paintings

17 mar -18 apr 2015
opening: fri 20 mar
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